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Schedule• 2:10 – Introducton
• 2:20 – Exercise
• 2:30 – IP Policies – Closing Points
• 2:40 – Student Presentaton: Employee’s Rights
• 2:50 – Student Presentaton: Computer Use Policies
• 3:00 – Student Presentaton: Privacy Online
• 3:10 – Privacy Law Background
• 3:45 – Break
• 4:00 – Student Presentaton: Cookies
• 4:10 – Student Presentaton: Patriot Act
• 4:20 – Privacy Law Discussion



Review:  Defamaton

• Elements
– 1) False statement of fact (or understood as such) 

about plaintf
– 2) Unprivileged communicaton to another
– 3) Damage
– 4) If public fgure  malice on part of defendant



Exercise



Group Drill

• UM faculty member creates sofware the she 
uses in the course of her research to collect 
and analyze genetc data

• Sofware was created in the faculty member’s 
department’s computer lab
– Only members of this department can use the 

computer lab

• Sofware not funded by an outside party



Bylaw 
3.10

    Signed by 
employees

Source: Bylaws of the Regents of the University of 
Michigan, 
http://www.regents.umich.edu/bylaws/bylaws03.html#10

http://www.regents.umich.edu/bylaws/bylaws03.html#Points%20on%20Policies


Technology Transfer Policy

Source: University of Michigan Tech Transfer, http://
techtransfer.umich.edu/resources/policies.php

http://techtransfer.umich.edu/resources/policies.php
http://techtransfer.umich.edu/resources/policies.php


Copyright Ownership Policy

Source: http://www.copyright.umich.edu/official-policy.html

http://www.copyright.umich.edu/official-policy.html


Points on Policies
• Are they contracts?  

• Do they efectvely assign rights (if needed)?

• Are they clear?

• What politcal pressures exist?

• Are they consttutonal / legal?



Privacy Law

BY: jclarson (flickr)
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en

http://www.flickr.com/photos/johnandvanessa/1275636625/


Privacy Regulaton

• I. Consttutonal Protecton Against 
Government Searches and Seizures

• II. Laws Protectng Against Invasion of Privacy 
By Private Enttes
– Federal Laws
– State Laws (statutes and common law)

• III. Self-imposed Regulaton



Protectng Privacy Against The 
Government

BY: satanoid (flickr)
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en

http://www.flickr.com/photos/satanoid/2087552791/


Maxim: The home is one’s castle - 1499

BY: jeffwilcox (flickr)
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en

http://www.flickr.com/photos/satanoid/2087552791/


Revolutonary War: Central privacy 
concern was government invasion of 

homes.

BY: carolyn.will (flickr)
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en

http://www.flickr.com/photos/carolynwill/1393976464/


Patrick Henry

• “They may, unless the general government be 
restrained by a bill of rights, or some similar 
restrictons, go into your cellars and rooms, 
and search, ransack, and measure, everything 
you eat, drink, and wear.  They ought to be 
restrained within proper bounds.”

- June 16, 1788, Virginia Consttuton Ratfcaton



• 3rd Am. –soldiers 
living with you in a 
tme of peace

• 4th Am. – searches 
and seizures

• 5th Am. – privilege 
against testfying 
about self-
incriminatng 
informaton



4th Amendment

• “The Right of the people to be secure in their 
persons, houses, papers, and efects, against 
unreasonable searches, and seizures, shall not 
be violated, and no warrants shall issue, but 
upon probable cause, supported by oath or 
afrmaton, and partcularly describing the 
place to be searched, and the persons or 
things to be seized.”



Comparing Judicial Analysis Under 
First and Fourth Amendments

1st Amendment 4th Amendment

“Congress shall make no law….”

(no exceptons provided in Consttuton)

“The Right of the people to be secure [ ] 
against unreasonable searches and 
seizures shall not be violated [ ] but upon 
probably cause [ ].”

Judicially-created scrutny for regulaton 
of expression:
Courts apply strict scrutny to content-
based regulaton: (1) compelling 
government interest; (2) narrowly tailored 
to satsfy that interest; (3) no less 
restrictve means.

(1) Reasonableness (if no legitmate 
expectaton of privacy in informaton 
searched)

(2) If there’s a legitmate expectaton of 
privacy, then there must be probable 
cause for a government search



1928: Olmstead v. U.S.

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:TelRecAdapter.jpg

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:TelRecAdapter.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:TelRecAdapter.jpg


1928: Olmstead v. U.S.

• Court: The 4th Amendment did not apply to 
wiretapping
– “There was no searching.  There was no seizure.  

The evidence was secured by the use of the sense 
of hearing and that only.  There was no entry of 
the house or ofces [ ].”

• Brandeis dissent: new technological 
developments require revising traditonal 
views of the 4th Amendment

Source: Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438 (1928)



Katz v. United States (1967)

BY: mulad (flickr)
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en

http://www.flickr.com/photos/mulad/1737651877/


Katz v. United States (1967)

• 4th Amendment protects people, not places

• “What a person knowingly exposes to the 
public, even in his own home or ofce, is not 
subject of Fourth Amendment protecton.  But 
what he seeks to preserve as private, even in 
an areas accessible to the public, may be 
consttutonally protected.” Source: Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347 (1967)



Katz

• Two requirements:

• 1) That a person have exhibited an actual 
(subjectve) expectaton of privacy, and

• 2) That the expectaton be one that society is 
prepared to recognize as reasonable.



Smith v. Maryland (1979)

• “pen register” – tracks numbers called from a 
partcular phone

BY: Alexander O'Neill (flickr)
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en

http://www.flickr.com/photos/aoneill/27718289/


Smith v. Maryland (1979)

• Use of “pen register” is not a search under 4th A
• No legitmate expectaton of privacy in phone 

numbers called

BY: Alexander O'Neill (flickr)
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en

http://www.flickr.com/photos/aoneill/27718289/


Smith and Katz Together

Legitmate expectaton of privacy in contents of 
messages but not in destnaton of messages



4th Am. Protecton of Communicatons

Mail Phone Calls Emails

No expectaton of 
privacy

“outside of envelope” 

(Hernandez 2002)

Destnaton and 
volume

(Katz 1967)

Destnaton, volume 
of trafc 

(Forrester, 9th Cir. 
2007)

Expectaton of 
privacy

Contents 

(Jackson 1877)

Contents 

(Smith 1979)

Contents 

(Warshek, 6th Cir. 
2008)



“Third Party Doctrine”

• knowingly revealing informaton to a third 
party relinquishes Fourth Amendment 
protecton in that informaton.

• 50’s – 60’s: informant cases

• 70’s: business records cases

• Consistent with communicatons protectons?



Greenwood

BY zozo2k3 (flickr)
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en

http://www.flickr.com/photos/zozo2k3/2633967782/


Greenwood

• It is common knowledge that plastc garbage 
bags lef on or at the side of a public street are 
readily accessible to animals, children, 
scavengers, snoops, and other members of the 
public. 

• No legitmate expectaton of privacy



4th Am. In Criminal Context
Case Facts Legitmate Expectaton 

of Privacy?

U.S. v. Miller Bank records? No

U.S. v. Knots Locaton of your car, 
tracked by atached 
homing device

No

Oliver v. U.S. Personal things stored in 
open felds

No

Dow Chemical v. U.S. Personal things visible to a 
police aerial fyover

No



Kyllo (2001)

• Heat imaging device used to detect high-
intensity lamps used for marijuana growing

• Court: cannot be used without a warrant 
(reasonably expectaton of privacy that cannot 
be invaded absent a showing of probable 
cause)



Kyllo (2001)

The Government also contends that the 
thermal imaging was consttutonal because it 
did not “detect private actvites occurring in 
private areas…” 

The Fourth Amendment’s protecton of the 
home has never been ted to measurement of 
the quality or quantty of informaton 
obtained.

Source: Kyllo v. United States, 533 U.S. 27 (2001)



Subpoenas v. Warrants

• Warrant – probable cause

• Subpoena – reasonable grounds

• Why?



Privacy Beyond the 4th: Griswold

• Griswold: Connectcut law prohibitng 
contraceptves violated a right to marital 
privacy
– Privacy is in the “penumbra” of rights in the bill of 

rights



Privacy Beyond the 4th: Roe v. 
Wade

• Laws regulatng aborton in frst trimester 
violated right to privacy in the 14th 
Amendment’s due process clause.

• 14th Amendment:  “nor shall any State deprive 
any person of life, liberty, or property, without 
due process of law”



Laws Protectng Privacy From 
Private Interests



Privacy Laws

1890



Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Brandeisl.jpg

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Brandeisl.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Brandeisl.jpg


Two new developments concerned 
Warren and Brandeis…..

BY: christopher.woo (flickr)
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en

http://www.flickr.com/photos/deks/711658920/


Two new developments concerned 
Warren and Brandeis…..

BY: art_es_anna (flickr)
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en

http://www.flickr.com/photos/art_es_anna/288880795/


Warren & Brandeis….

“the right to be let alone”
– Borrowed from Michigan justce Thomas Cooley



Warren and Brandeis….

• Contract law insufcient
• People could take pictures about you or write about 

you without having to enter into any contract

• Property law insufcient
– “Where the value of the producton is found not 

in the right to take profts arising from publicaton, 
but in the peace of mind or the relief aforded by 
the ability to prevent any publicaton at all, it is 
difcult to regard the right as one of property.”

Source: Warren, Samuel D. and Louis D. Brandeis. "The 
Right to Privacy." in Harvard Law Review, Vol. IV 
December 15, 1890 No. 5



Prosser on Torts – 4 Privacy Torts

• 1) Intrusion upon seclusion
• 2) Public disclosure of private facts
• 3) False light or “publicity”; and
• 4) Appropriaton



Nader v. GM (1970)

BY: soundfromwayout (flickr)
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en

BY: oneidaprincess (flickr)
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en

http://www.flickr.com/photos/soundfromwayout/2421192301/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/oneidaprincess/2578958914/


Federal Statutes

• Wiretapping / Surveillance
– Omnibus Crime Act 1968
– Electronic Communicatons Protecton Act 1986
– FISA

• Personal informaton
– HIPAA, Fair Practces Act, Privacy Act 1974, Stored 

Communicatons Act, FERPA

• Government Informaton –
– FOIA



Statutes
• Address discrete issues 
• Respond to problems that pop up

– Ex) Video Privacy Protecton Act (1988)

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Bork2.jpg

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Bork2.jpg


Statutes

• Katz brought about Omnibus Crime Act
• Nixon Administraton abuses brought about 

Privacy Act of 1974
• 9/11  brought about Patriot Act

• One of primary issues is… Should we and can 
we get a comprehensive natonal privacy act?



ECPA (1986)
Protecton Exceptons

Who? Government, private citzen, or system 
operator:

What’s protected: Cannot intentonally intercept electronic 
messages; or intentonally use device you 
know or should know has been intentonally 
intercepted.

Exceptons: If system operator gets consent of either the 
sender or the recipient it can disclose (consent 
is broad – can be contractual or implied 
through postng to a public forum)

If system operator must look at the content of 
the message to forward it

If message appears to pertain to the 
commission of a crime

Service providers can maintain logs



Self-regulaton

BY: Jacob Bøtter (flickr)
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en

http://www.flickr.com/photos/jakecaptive/72055361/


Google Privacy Policy

• htp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
kLgJYBRzUXY

file:///Users/kathleenludwig/Desktop/Class 5
file:///Users/kathleenludwig/Desktop/Class 5
file:///Users/kathleenludwig/Desktop/Class 5
file:///Users/kathleenludwig/Desktop/Class 5


Problems (Warshek Case)

• Government investgatng Target X
• Obtained order requiring IS to turn over Target 

X’s email account
– order sealed – prohibited ISP from telling Target X
– based on “reasonable grounds” under Stored 

Communicatons Act

• Queston was: reasonable expectaton of 
privacy in emails?



Analysis

• If recipient of emails subpoenaed – no 
expectaton of privacy

• If only the subscriber informaton subpoenaed 
from ISP – no expectaton of privacy

• But here – contents of email subpoenaed from 
ISP  reasonable expectaton of privacy
– Contractual right of ISP to access emails does not 

change this (access must occur in ordinary course 
of business)



Problems (URLs)

• Government subpoenas ISP for URLs visited by 
Target &
– No warrant

• Target Y challenges URL evidence on 4th 
Amendment grounds.  Result?



Background Slides



#1 Intrusion Upon Seclusion

• One who intentonally intrudes, physically or 
otherwise, upon the solitude or seclusion of 
another or his private afairs or concerns, is 
subject to liability to the other for invasion of 
his privacy, if the intrusion would be ofensive 
to a reasonable person.



#2 Public Disclosure of Private 
Facts

• One who gives publicity to a mater 
concerning the private life of another is 
subject to liability to the other for invasion of 
his privacy, if the mater publicized is of a kind 
that (a) would be highly ofensive to a 
reasonable person, and (b) is not of legitmate 
concern to the public.



#2 Public Disclosure of Private 
Facts

• But, courts have recognized that once 
informaton is available in a public record, it’s 
freely available.



Bartnicki v. Vopper (2001)

• “The Consttuton permits legislatures to 
respond fexibly to the challenges new 
technology may pose to the individual’s 
interest in basic personal privacy.” - Breyer

Source: Bartnicki v. Vopper, 532 U.S. 514 (2001)



#3 False Light

• One who gives publicity to a mater 
concerning another that places the other 
before the public in a false light is subject to 
liability to the other for invasion of privacy, if:

(a) the false light in which the other was 
placed would be highly ofensive to a 
reasonable person, and

(b) the actor had knowledge or or acted in 
reckless disregard as to the false light of the 
mater



#4 Appropriaton

• One who appropriates to his own use or 
beneft the name or likeness of another is 
subject to liability to the other for invasion of 
privacy.

• Developed into the right of publicity.
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